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 Titan Quest Anniversary Edition Cheats Hack In Game Health When your health is low, press Triangle to switch the camera to
display your weapons, press right or left trigger to put your health up to full, press again to decrease it. You can also press right

trigger to bring up the mini-map, which shows you your health and where your other weapon is. Levels When you are on a
ledge, press up and left trigger to go down and back, press right and left trigger to go forward and down. If you press right and
left trigger at the same time, you will go left and right, respectively. If you want to go up, press right or left trigger up. You can
also press up and down to jump to the next ledge, and up and left to go all the way to the ceiling. Looting After you loot a body,
and you see an icon of a hand, press right trigger to show the looting menu. Press right trigger again to discard the contents of

the bag. You can also press right trigger to show you the item menu. Press up and right trigger to re-sort items. Experience After
you get an experience point, you can press right trigger to make the experience point appear on your screen, and press up and

right trigger to see if you get experience for your current stat. Level Up Level up at any table, just make sure you don't get
surrounded by enemies! The player that is level 0 has just started a quest. Run While in the boat, press left trigger to move

forward, then press left and right trigger to stop and turn in a direction. You can also press left trigger to move forward, then left
and right trigger to stop and turn in a direction. Go to Prison When you are in the boat and you are at the point to the left of the
dock, press A to go to the prison, and the boat will turn around. Magic Items While on a mount, press Triangle to open a mini-
map, and press up and left trigger to see a list of magic items in your inventory. Kill Monsters When you are above a level 25

monster, you can shoot with the bow to kill it. Swim While on a mount, press Triangle to open a mini-map, and press right
trigger to swim. You can also press left 82157476af
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